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Didion Violates the Clean Air Act, Cambrians Lose For Now

Cambria,  Wisconsin — In an opinion signed February 27th,  U.S. District Court Judge
Barbara  Crabb  found  against  the  plaintiffs  Cambrians  for  Thoughtful  Development
(Cambrians) and for the defendant Didion Milling, Inc. (Didion) in a suit over Didion's
violations of the Clean Air Act.

Didion won their motion for summary judgment based on a technicality.

Judge Crabb does note that Cambrians' February 2nd notice of intent to sue may support
standing for further action but ultimately finds, “...the fact that  there may be  ongoing
egregious and chronic violations... does not entitle plaintiffs or the court to ignore the
requirements for jurisdictional standing.”

Judge Crabb agreed with Cambrians in her opinion that, “It is undisputed that defendant
violated the Clean Air Act by failing to comply with the terms of its permits.”

In  addition,  the  judge  found  that  Cambrians  had  in  fact  fulfilled  two  of  the  three
requirements establishing standing: 1.) “...plaintiffs are directly and adversely affected by
particulate emissions from the mill...” and 2.) “...lack of filtration and greater hours of
operation increased particulate emissions.”

However, regarding the third requirement of standing, the judge disagreed that a decision
favorable to Cambrians “...would provide redress for the claims in plaintiffs'  amended
complaint.”

In  essence,  by  presenting  a  moving  target  to  both  citizens  and  would-be  regulators,
Didion is  able to  escape accountability  for violating past  permits while  continuing to
violate the terms of their new permits. It seems that under the current interpretation of
Clean  Air  Act  law,  it  is  nearly  impossible  to  redress  claims  when  the  defendant
continually seeks new permits and new compliance requirements.

Although extremely disappointed in this ruling, Cambrians for Thoughtful Development
will pursue further options with the help of their attorneys at the law firm of Garvey,
McNeil, & McGillivray.



Information  on  Cambrians  for  Thoughtful  Development,  Judge  Crabb's  Order  and
Opinion,  and  other  documents  and  information regarding  the Didion  Milling  ethanol
plant can be found at the extensive CTD web site:

http://homepage.mac.com/oscura/ctd/ctd.html
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